Delightful: flexible solutions, top performance, great air

GEA MultiMAXX

Air-Treatment Systems

... for all application areas in industry and commerce

Freedom in planning – everything revolves around such factors as this …

In the planning of decentral air-treatment
systems, those in responsibility of course
want the perfect solution for each
special area of application.
That's the reason why so many
specialists are beaming their
smiles over the completed
model range of
GEA MultiMAXX ...
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GEA MultiMAXX
Delightful indeed: the great diversity of variants
that makes the newly designed range so appealing
– and that leaves no wishes unfulfilled:

GEA MultiMAXX

HN

The basic unit, in the HN range, is
intended for normal requirements.

Standard range
for normal
requirements

HS

The HS models, in stainless steel, are
best suited for applications with strict
requirements for hygiene and corrosion
protection.

HX

HD
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HN

GEA MultiMAXX
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HS

Units with the extension HX are designed
for application in areas subject to explosion
hazards.

Stainless-steel models
for strict requirements
on hygiene and
corrosion protection

HD models are used for high air-side
pressure requirements and for greater
air-performance ratings, without major
increases in dimensions.

GEA MultiMAXX
These models serve for air heating, ventilation,
filtration, and air conditioning, depending on
their individual functionalities. They operate in
recirculated-air or mixed-air mode, and control
the air temperature via integrated heat exchangers
that take useful energy from hot-water, steam, or
cold-water circuits.

HX
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Range of models for
applications in
potentially explosive
environments

These units are mounted on the wall or ceiling.
For installation heights of 4 m and more, we recommend only ceiling mounting.

GEA MultiMAXX

HD
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These models satisfy the stipulations of VDI 6022.
Model range for
application with
high air-side
pressure requirements

All units are fitted with GEA MATRIX: an intelligent control system that assures efficient operations and enables networking with other units
from GEA Air Treatment Division.
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Which means optimal control for everything ...
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Reference projects ...
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Technical data ...
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Installation and service ...
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GEA MultiMAXX delivers much more than just good air
The HN range, available
in five installation sizes, is
ideal for operation in
normal industrial environments – or, for example, in
DIYs, warehouses, and in
much more. They enable
air flow rates of approx.
1,200 to 12,000 m³/h,
and heating output up to
130 kW.*

HN models are available
for choice as industrial versions in steel-sheet enclosures with baking-enamel
finish (RAL 7000), or if
requested
with colourful design
panels in
any RAL
colour.

HN models offer an extensive choice of component combination possibilities: e.g., intake and
outlet accessories, motor
variants, etc. – as well as
enhanced performance
characteristics, thanks
to the optimized heat exchangers.
* Referenced to pumped warm water
(PWW) 80/60°C and 15°C air intake
temperature.

Everywhere in commerce and industry,
staff are letting themselves be put “out in the fresh air” –
and reward their employers with even more willingness
to work and perform.

Table for selection of optimal unit
Basic operation type

Models for
recirculated air
or mixed air

Sickle blades
5 model sizes

Heat exchangers

PWW
(pumped
warm water)

Models for
heating
with water

Models for
heating with
steam or
hot water

Heating/Cooling
media

Galvanized steel

PHW
(pumped
hot water)

Galvanized steel

SS
(saturated
steam)

Wide blades
4 model sizes
Models for
cooling or
heating
with water
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PCW
(pumped
cold water)
PWW
(pumped
warm water)

HN models for normal applications
of the steel model (e.g.,
steam cleaning) but is
cheaper and lighter. The
copper-aluminium heat
exchanger represents a
particularly cost-effective
alternative.

Media connections can be
from left, right, or above
(depending on model).

Heat
exchanger:
copper/aluminium

Optimal solution for
heat exchangers

The galvanized-steel version, owing to its greater
compressive strength, is
ideal for saturated steam
or for pumped hot water.
Due to its greater thermal
conductivity, the coppercopper heat exchanger is
best suited for operation
with warm or cold water.
The Cu-Cu model offers
most of the advantages

HN
Sickle- or wide-blade
fans?

One, two, three speeds
A total of 5 motor models
is available: 1-, 2, or 3speed, for 1 AC 230 V, 3 AC
400 V, or 3 AC 500 V. The 12
air outlets offer additional
variation possibilities.

Heat exchangers can be
ordered from GEA in
galvanized steel, coppercopper, or copper-aluminium.

According to requirements,
the models are equipped
with 1- or multi-speed sickle
or wide-blade fans.
The wide-blade fan is a costeffective solution for all basic
applications. Owing to its
great pressure stability, the
sickle-blade fan in outsideair operations achieves maximum air-flow rates with
especially quiet operation.

GEA MultiMAXX in an
exploded view, with wide-blade fan
and profiled-section air outlet.

>
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Air-outlet variants,
depending
on installation

0.6 K/m

Example of ceiling temperature = 23°C; height of hall = 12 m

Air-projection range: limited
Air velocity: 4 m/s

A selection of air-outlet
variants is available, depending on wall or ceiling
mounting. With the basic
air outlet, galvanized-steel
louvers allow direction
of conditioned air at the
desired angle of output.
The profiled air outlet
allows increasing the airprojection range while
keeping constant the airoutlet velocity. For both
variants, the louvers can
be individually adjusted
by hand, and are selflocking.
The ceiling model of the
basic air outlet has an
adjustment element in
the middle, to enable
directing the air into two
separate outlet angles.

1.75 m
Air-exhaust temperature
depends on components
Air velocity:
0.3 m/s

Comfort zone
The air velocity for conventional
The air flow from conventional air
heaters has only a limited air-projection air heaters in the user zone is approx.
0.3 m/s.
range. The time required for them to
heat up to the setpoint is one-third
longer than for the GEA MultiMAXX
system.

0.2 K/m
Example of ceiling temperature = 19°C; height of hall = 12 m

Air-projection range: variable
Air velocity:
variable at 4 ... 10 m/s

Air-exhaust temperature:
variable

1.75 m

Additional
secondary air

Air velocity:
0.2 m/s

Comfort zone
You achieve top comfort and optimal
cost effectiveness from the GEA
MultiMAXX system, with the GEA
secondary-air louver and GEA control
systems.
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At the secondary-air louver, the
primary-air flow mixes with a
quantity of lateral intake air that
depends on the setting of the louvers.
As a result, air velocity and airexhaust temperature are variable.
The air velocity in the user zone is
approx. 0.2 m/s.

A special bonus:
the patented
secondary-air louver
This louver, available as
wall or ceiling version, has
become the standard for
energy-conscious users.
The profiled aluminium
sections of these secondaryair louvers create a nozzleshaped air-outlet opening
with adjustment continuously variable by hand or
by motor. These features
modify the air-outlet velocity and the projection depth
of the air flow, and permanently reduce the thermal
lift. Laterally to the profiled-section louvers, secondary air is pulled in at
the same time and is mixed
with the primary-air flow.
This distributes the flow of
air deeper into the room,
and achieves the desired
room temperature faster.

Heating-up time
to reach the
setpoint temperature
(e.g., 17°C)

The comfort zone is minimized.
The temperature stratification
on an industrial shop floor is
approx. 0.6 K/m.

The results:
o Discomfort
o Higher heating costs
o Low efficiency

The result: in comparison
to conventional air-treatment equipment without
secondary-air louvers, the
comfort zone is significantly larger. Warm air is
uni-formly distributed
throughout the room, and
does not accumulate under
the ceiling.
Hot heads and cold feet
now become a thing of the
past – also in commercial
and industrial
environments.

With optimal design, these
features at the same time
achieve reduced temperature stratification (0.2 K/m)
and lower air velocities
(0.2 m/s) in the user zone.

Heating-up time
to reach the
setpoint temperature
(e.g., 17°C)

The comfort zone is maximized. You
save heating energy by achieving a
heating-up time to setpoint that is
shorter than for conventional air
heaters, and by achieving a lower
temperature in the ceiling zone. The
temperature stratification on an industrial shop floor is around 0.2 K/m.

HN

The results:
o Maximum comfort
o Optimal cost effectiveness
o Top efficiency
Secondary-air louver
of the GEA MultiMAXX,
with profiled
aluminium sections.
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Variable air-direction
louvers
For ceiling units installed
at low levels, in addition,
an air-direction louver unit
is available with short
louvers that can all be adjusted independently of
each other to achieve individually directed air flow.
It is also possible to operate
here with a four-side air
outlet.

and air projection range,
by restricting the crosssection of the air flow.
The large-entrance nozzle
has been designed for
special control of air to
thermally screen large
entrance areas, in conjunction with several
heating units.

HN
Summary of HN
features:
The basic unit – with
GEA quality standard


Five model sizes

Three heat-exchanger
variants

Two fan variants

Three outlets for wall
installations

Nine outlets for
ceiling installation

Design or industrial
enclosures

Heating or cooling
operation

For applications at greater
installation heights, an airoutlet nozzle is offered that
enables greater air velocities
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HS models: for the sake of long-term applications ...
Almost all components of
the HS models are manufactured from stainless steel.
This assures hygienic conditions and guarantees long
years of use, even in the
most aggressive of environments.
HS models, available in 4
sizes, enable approximate
air-flow rates of 1000 to
8000 m³/h, and heating output up to approx. 85 kW.
In the industrial versions,
the units are manufactured
exclusively with stainlesssteel enclosures and feature
long-life heat exchangers
made of stainless or fullbath-galvanized steel.

... for really
tough ambient
conditions
GEA designers have created
the GEA MultiMAXX HS
especially for applications
with companies involved in
food and beverage processing, the chemical industry,
and car-wash operations.
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HS
Summary of HS
features:
The stainless-steel
system for use in
aggressive
environments


Four model sizes

Stainless or full-bathgalvanized steel heat
exchangers

Especially coated fan

Two outlets for wall
installation

Four outlets for
ceiling installation

Industrial enclosures
of stainless steel

Heating or cooling
operations

HX models – with certification for explosion-endangered areas
exchangers made of Cu/Al,
Cu/Cu, galvanized steel, or
stainless steel (1.4571).
Their pressure-encapsulated external-rotor motor
offers the required explosion protection as well
as does the special surface
treatment of the fan blades,
which prevents the production of sparks. With 4
model sizes, HX systems
cover the air-rating range
up to approx. 9000 m³/h,
and heating output up to
approx. 70 kW.
The models are available
not only in recirculated-air
variants, but also in mixedair versions. They conform
to ATEX guidelines.

GEA MultiMAXX
helps you to minimize
dangers ...
HX models also offer the
perfect complement to
GEA RoofJETT roof extract
fans in EEx versions for
potentially explosive
atmospheres.

Where even the smallest
spark represents a danger,
conventional industrial
heating systems are taboo.
HX models can be employed in explosion-endangered areas, and even
satisfy EEx-d stipulations.
They feature enclosures
clad in steel plate (RAL
7000), or are housed in
stainless steel, like the
HS models, for use in
contact with aggressive
media. They have heat
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HX
Summary of HX
features:
The Ex-certified
system – for
protected areas


Four model sizes

Heat exchangers
made of Cu/Al,
Cu/Cu, galvanized
steel, or stainless steel

Especially coated
fan blades

Two air outlets for
wall installation

Five air outlets for
ceiling installation

Industrial enclosures
clad in steel plate or
housed in stainless
steel

HD models for especially demanding performance requirements
A look inside, however,
shows the big differences.
A diagonal fan really puts
on the air pressure with
HD models. With dimensions comparable to its
brother models, this
powerful fan offers higher
air ratings, greater airprojection distances, and
enhanced heat input. The
model »Benjamin« outputs approx. 1000 m³/h,
and its most powerful
brother offers no less than
12,000 m³/h.
The heating output of HD
models ranges up to over
120 kW, depending on ambient and medium temperatures.

HD models from GEA put on the
high pressure, in applications with
units connected onto air ducts, and
with F7 air-filter classes.

With GEA MultiMAXX,
you can ask
for a little more ...
Externally, GEA MultiMAXX HD are almost exactly identical to the GEA
HN models. Both are available with design panels or
in functional industrial
versions – and the dimensions of HD sizes 1 to 4
conform to the standard.
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A comparison with HN
models reveals: only the
voluminous HN models
in size 5 (for which there
is no counterpart in the
HD range) are able to
outdo this performance
– and only by a hair in
air-performance ratings.

HD
Summary of
HD features:
The top-pressure
unit – derived from
the basic model


Four model sizes

Three heat-exchanger
variants

Two fan variants

Three air outlets for
wall installation

Seven air outlets for
ceiling installation

Design or industrial
enclosures

Supply- and exhaust-air management: intelligently controlled ...

Switch on GEA MATRIX – for a really well thought-out decision.
Systems from GEA simply cannot be more effectively controlled.

Efficient operation
through control
Whether it's continuously
variable adjustment of the
secondary-air louver, the
demand-oriented control
of valves, or intelligent exhaust-air management: the
GEA MATRIX control system meets all such requirements. Its modular configuration allows flexible coordination to the cost-benefit
expectations being placed.
Various ver-sions of operator-control units support
the user in intuitive setting
of the de-sired room climate. The operator-control
unit with display, for example, detects the equipment

im-plemented in the
connec-ted systems, and reduces the dialog to the necessary minimum.
According to the control
strategy selected, the
GEA MATRIX system can
focus as required on roomtemperature control with
limitation of the temperature of the supply air, on
optimal fresh-air supply,
or on energy-optimized
room-temperature control
with outside-air fraction.
As complement, individual control of the secondary-air louver assures
pleasant and draught-free

climate on the industrial
shop floor.

Modules to build a
complete system

In larger facilities, up to
256 units in 16 different
temperature zones can
be networked via the standard integrated GEA
MATRIX.Net bus system.
Free combination of the
system versions is no
problem here: recirculated-air or mixed-air, supply- or exhaust-air units,
230 / 400 V, etc. User operation of the equipment can
take place locally in each
tempera- ture zone, or via
a central control unit. A
combina- tion of central
and local control is likewise pos-sible.

MultiMAXX systems with
mixed-air option, RoofJETT
roof extract fans, and the
module GEA MATRIX.EM
offer an innovative exhaust-air management
system – from the one-stop
supplier GEA. The exactly
coordinated components of
this complex also ensure a
synchronized supply- and
exhaust-air relationship, as
well as energy-optimized
provision of the minimum
share fraction of fresh air.

LON interfaces, digitalanalogue coupling modules, and the like are available for linking the GEA
MATRIX to process-control
systems.

Thanks to network technology, pre-settings at the
manufacturer's plant, and
effective service tools,
wiring and parameterising
of the system are considerably more cost-effective
than in conventional technology. All of this saves
money and assures satisfaction of future requirements.

The OP44C operator-control unit, with
only four buttons, makes operations
very simple. Further variants are
available, with displays and surfacemounting frames.
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Project references as proven examples
The new generation of
GEA MultiMAXX air-treatment equipment has impressed GEA customers
with the diversity of available variants. Proven characteristics have naturally
been carried over.
The models in this family
of products have operated
highly successfully in
countless companies, and
provide outstanding
examples for requirementoriented solutions.

... but all doors are opened wide ...

... to ensure an especially good room
climate in sales and storage rooms.
The Hellweg DIY centre in
Bochum, Germany:
the prospective customer is not only
warmly welcomed here ...

Nova furniture showrooms in Gronau, Germany:
The ceiling structure is suspended in exhibition and sales areas ...

Alstom in
Mannheim,
Germany:
where everything
revolves around
turbines, the
fans of GEA
MultiMAXX
are not far away.

... in order that GEA MultiMAXX can work without notice above.

Lufthansa, at Frankfurt Airport, Germany:
when the big birds come home to roost, they need good air.
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Technische Daten

Size

1

2

3

4

5

HS

HN

Pumped
warm water

Performance ratings

Performance ratings

80 / 60°C

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

Air flow rate

2140 m³/h

1950 m³/h

1810 m³/h

1700 m³/h

2250 m³/h

2000 m³/h

1840 m³/h

Heat output

9 kW

15 kW

20 kW

24 kW

15 kW

8 kW

11 kW

Air projection*

11 m

8m

6m

6m

7m

9m

8m

Air flow rate

3570 m³/h

3400 m³/h

3210 m³/h

3050 m³/h

3620 m³/h

3290 m³/h

3000 m³/h

Heat output

16 kW

26 kW

33 kW

40 kW

25 kW

14 kW

18 kW

7m

9m

10 m

9m

Air projection*

12 m

10 m

8m

Air flow rate

5400 m³/h

5030 m³/h

4720 m³/h

4470 m³/h

5320 m³/h

4730 m³/h

4300 m³/h

Heat output

24 kW

39 kW

50 kW

60 kW

41 kW

22 kW

29 kW

Air projection*

13 m

10 m

9m

8m

9m

10 m

9m

Air flow rate

8250 m³/h

7610 m³/h

7100 m³/h

6700 m³/h

9100 m³/h

7910 m³/h

7190 m³/h

Heat output

36 kW

59 kW

75 kW

90 kW

69 kW

35 kW

47 kW

8m

11 m

11 m

10 m

Air projection*

15 m

11 m

9m

Air flow rate

11420 m³/h

10770 m³/h

10020 m³/h

9330 m³/h

Data on all tables apply to

124 kW

high fan speed and secondary air louver.

9m

Heat output

49 kW

81 kW

104 kW

Air projection*

16 m

13 m

11 m

* Secondary air louver

Pumped

HD

warm water
Size

1

2

3

4

HX

Performance ratings

80 / 60°C

Performance ratings

Air entry 18°C

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

Air flow rate

2580 m³/h

2420 m³/h

2290 m³/h

2100 m³/h

2660 m³/h

2340 m³/h

2130 m³/h

Heat output

10 kW

17 kW

24 kW

24 kW

10 kW

17 kW

23 kW

Air projection*

11 m

9m

8m

8m

11 m

8m

7m

Air flow rate

4310 m³/h

4050 m³/h

3830 m³/h

3630 m³/h

4300 m³/h

3890 m³/h

3740 m³/h

Heat output

19 kW

28 kW

37 kW

35 kW

17 kW

28 kW

34 kW

Air projection*

14 m

11 m

10 m

9m

12 m

10 m

8m

Air flow rate

8490 m³/h

7970 m³/h

7540 m³/h

7170 m³/h

5800 m³/h

5190 m³/h

4740 m³/h

Heat output

28 kW

48 kW

66 kW

64 kW

24 kW

40 kW

50 kW

Air projection*

18 m

14 m

12 m

12 m

12 m

9m

7m

Air flow rate

12530 m³/h

11900 m³/h

11370 m³/h

10900 m³/h

9180 m³/h

8230 m³/h

7530 m³/h

Heat output

42 kW

74 kW

98 kW

97 kW

37 kW

61 kW

78 kW

Air projection*

19 m

15 m

13 m

13 m

14 m

10 m

9m
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Installation and service: user-friendly
From installation, throughout commissioning, and
ranging to service: GEA
MultiMAXX is optimally
tailored for the needs of
its users. Any required
troubleshooting is greatly
simplified by the use of
GEA MATRIX.
System suspension design
and modular configuration
assure simple installation
of GEA MultiMAXX.

Placing the GEA MultiMAXX into operation is
possible with a GEA
MATRIX operator-control
unit, or with a separate
PC.

The heat exchangers and
the fan unit can be removed and installed without difficulty, as a complete
module.

During operation, cleaning of the Cu-Cu and steel
heat exchangers is fast and
simple. The rib structure
inherently reduces the collection of dirt and debris.
Cleaning can be performed,
for example, with a steamjet cleaner. As a rule, the
filters have a life cycle of
one heating period.

An extensive selection of
accessories rounds off the
MultiMAXX offering.

The mechanical outfitting
of the GEA MultiMAXX is
likewise highly practically
oriented. For example, the
filter cover plate has a restraining chain to prevent
it from falling. In addition,
economical and commercially available bag filters
can be used that need only
to be pulled out and slid
into place.

Benefits of MultiMAXX at one glance:

For the customer:

For planners:

For contractors:

Exact satisfaction of his
requirements, as a result
of great flexibility.
Great operational reliability
and economy.

Connection variability
and design diversity.
Different sizes in uniform
design.

Less work in installation,
owing to flexibly
selected connections.
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A

GEA
Klimatechnik GmbH
A-4673 Gaspoltshofen
Tel. +43 / 7735 / 8000-0

B

GEA Happel Belgium N.V.
B-1130 Brussels
Tel. +32 / 2 / 2406161

DK

E

BG

BIH

BY

CH

CZ

D

EVISS Ltd.
BG-7000 Rousse
Tel. +35 9 / 82 / 81000
GEA Klimatehnika
RS-11070 Novi Beograd
Tel. +381 / 11 / 31 93955
GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060
GEA Klimatec
Schweiz AG
CH-3065 Bolligen-Station
Tel. +41 / 31 / 9171919
GEA LVZ, a.s.
CZ-46312 Liberec
Tel. +420 / 48 / 5225-111
GEA Klimatizace spol. s r.o.
CZ-46312 Liberec
Tel. +420 / 48 / 5225-303

EST

F

GEA Klimateknik ApS
DK-2610 Rødovre
Tel. +45 / 38 / 887070

IS

Rafn Jensson
IS-110 Reykjavik
Tel. +354 / 56 / 780-30

RO

GEA Klimatechnik s.r.l.
RO-300222 Timisoara
Tel. +40 / 356 / 423703

GEA Air Treatment
Marketing Services
Int. GmbH - ofi cina España
E-28036 Madrid
Tel. +34 / 91 / 3837701

L

GEA Happel Luxembourg
L-4940 Bascharage
Tel. +352 / 26 / 502 970

RUS

GEA Kondicioner
Moskva
RU-105094 Moskva
Tel. +7 / 4 95 / 9566674

LT

S

GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060

GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060

LV

GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060

SK

GEA Klimatizácia s.r.o.
SK-83104 Bratislava
Tel. +421 / 7 / 44457 917

SLO

GEA Klimatizacijska
Tehnika d.o.o.
SI-1000 Ljubljana
Tel. +386 / 1 / 2573850

SRB

GEA Klimatehnika
RS-11070 Novi Beograd
Tel. +381 / 11 / 31 93955

TR

ISISAN
TR-80700 Balmumcu
Istanbul
Tel. + 90 / 212 / 2757171

UA

GEA Ukraina t.o.v.
UA-01135 Kyiv
Tel. +38 / 044 / 461 9356

GEA Happel France sarl
F-59436 Roncq Cedex
Tel. +33 / 3 / 2068 9020

MWE

FIN

OY TEKNOCALOR AB
FIN-01300 Vantaa
Tel. + 358 / 9 / 82546020

N

GB

Denco Ltd.
UK-HR4 8DS Hereford
Tel. +44 / 1432 / 277 277

NL

H

HR

GEA Happel
Klimatechnik GmbH
D-44625 Herne
Tel. +4 9 / 2325 / 468-00

A company of GEA Group

GEA Klimatechnika Kft
H-1037 Budapest
Tel. +36 / 1 / 43 93200
GEA Klima-rashladna
tehnika d.o.o.
HR-10000 Zagreb
Tel. +385 / 1 / 6064 900

P

PL

GEA Klimatehnika
RS-11070 Novi Beograd
Tel. +381 / 11 / 31 93955
GEA Klimaprodukter AS
N-0484 Oslo
Tel. +47 / 220 / 27 990
GEA Happel
Nederland B.V.
NL-2909 LL
Capelle a/d I jssel
Tel. +31 / 10 / 2350606
Nónio, Lda.
P-1269-090 Lisboa
Tel. +351 / 21 / 3826160
GEA
Klimatyzacja Sp. z o.o.
PL-54610 Wroclaw
Tel. +48 / 71 / 3737 952

GEA EXOS
Ventilation AB
S -74528 Enköping
Tel. +46 / 171 / 85530

For detailed information on all corporate areas,
go to www.gea-airtreatment.com or contact
us by e-mail at: info@gea-airtreatment.com
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